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fundamentally i am a conceptual artist.the goal is notto achieve photo-realism but instead to quickly create compelling 3d concept sketches that appear to have been created by an entire marketing and architectural team. shaderlight is the only rendering software that i have used that can keep up with my workflow and deadlines and has, i believe,
elevated the work to another level. unfortunately this means that you will not be able to purchase new licences or upgrades after this time. customers with existing licenses will be able to continue rendering with shaderlight however we are no longer able to offer technical support at any level. in addition, the current version of shaderlight will not be

updated to work with the next sketchup version whenever that is released. a simple change in the sketchup materials created this stunning image. when you render an object with a transparent material in sketchup, only the outlines of that object are shown in the 3d scene. to see the interior, you must render the object again with the interior
materials turned off. i couldnt quite figure out why the colors were so strange. i suspected a problem with the material itself. i changed the diffuse and emissive color sliders to the exact values of a normal 3d model. when i rendered the image with the shaderlight material preset, the colors were back to normal! i think this will be a powerful tool for
quick prototyping. the material presets in shaderlight are very powerful and can be used to create complex materials. in this example, a simple change in the sketchup materials created a stunning image. when you render an object with a transparent material in sketchup, only the outlines of that object are shown in the 3d scene. to see the interior,

you must render the object again with the interior materials turned off. i couldnt quite figure out why the colors were so strange. i suspected a problem with the material itself. i changed the diffuse and emissive color sliders to the exact values of a normal 3d model. when i rendered the image with the shaderlight material preset, the colors were
back to normal! i think this will be a powerful tool for quick prototyping.
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however, we are working on something that will hopefully make it easier for us to continue providing this tool in the future. we are aware that
there is a large demand to continue developing this tool, and we are working on a plan to make that happen. we will be in touch with you when

we have more information on that. if you have an interest in joining the team please get in touch with us at info@shaderlight.com. i'm so excited
to be bringing this to sketchup and would really appreciate your support in spreading the word and using the software. you can find out more

about shaderlight on the shaderlight website. thank you. a big thank you to the shaderlight team for all your hard work on this product. this is the
best rendering product i have ever used and it's been a fantastic help on many projects. the new version 6.0 is even better with the new

rendering engine and i am sure i'll be using it on all future projects. thank you again. i work in the brand activation and mobile marketing industry
in australia and use sketchup and autodesk products to design our mobile marketing units, i then use shaderlight to render them so that myself

and others can pitch them to our clients. i choose shaderlight because its fast and intuitive to use, just like sketchup. i recently created an
animation of a basic shipping container that transforms in various ways and hope that you enjoy it! shaderlight is an interactive renderer for

sketchup that lets you create high quality images with minimum fuss. interactive rendering - simple to learn and easy to use, shaderlight allows
you to watch your image develop on screen as you continue to refine your sketchup model. easy to use - our close integration to google sketchup

will make you feel right at home render directly from your sketchup toolbar theres no need to import your model first. real world effects - add
realistic lighting and accurate materials and textures to your 3d model with simple presets direct from sketchup and adjustable settings to get

the perfect finish. 5ec8ef588b
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